FineLine
Who is

FineLine Fuel Systems, a family owned and
operated business, manufactures fuel tank
sending units for passenger vehicles in a small
town in Nova Scotia. We’re a team of hard
working, honest people joined together by a
passion to build a superior product.

www.ﬁnelinefuelsystems.com

We service our customers the way we want to
be serviced, like family. With uncompromising
values and morals, and an internal sence of
fairness. FineLine is dedicated to continuously
improving and securing a place in the
automotive industry globally.

Our Vision

Physical Address:
FineLine Fuel Systems Inc.
528 Upper Brookside Rd.
Truro NS B2N 5B1 CANADA

Our Mission

Mailing Address:
FineLine Fuel Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 244
Truro NS B2N 5C1 CANADA

Develop superior products through our values,
spirit, and passion to be global leaders in the
automotive industry.

Grow a successful company through proﬁtable
customers with innovative people and a
commitment to continuous improvement.

Tel: 902-895-8618
Fax: 902-895-2486
info@ﬁnelinefuelsystems.com
“ Canadians Committed to Quality ”
ISO 9001:2000 Certiﬁed

“Canadians
committed to
Quality”
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Production Process
A 3D model of each unit begins our quality process.
In addition, each unit is subjected to numerous quality
checks at each step in production. From initial spotweld checks, to solder checks, to a ﬁnal inspection
which ensures precise quality every time.
FineLine has adopted Lean Manufacturing Principles
to further improve productivity and increase customer
satisfaction. We are currently preparing for our ISO
Certiﬁcation which will put a formal quality stamp on
all FineLine Product.

FineLine Technology
Our CNC and Automated Equipment give FineLine
the ability to bring a myriad of new models to market
quickly with 100% quality assurance.
A computerized measuring machine enhances our
ability beyond OE specs to design and inspect all
components, sending units, and tooling used in
production.

CNC Bender

Superior Sensors
FineLine Fuel Systems uses superior quality thick
ﬁlm sensor technology which doubles the life span
compared to conventional wire wound sensors. These
very same sensors are utilized by some of the largest
heavy equipment manufactures in the world.

FineLine Commitment

FineLine promises a 24 hour turnaround time and boasts a 99% ﬁll rate getting more product to market faster.
FineLine is continuously broadening their model coverage, releasing between 25 and 50 new models each year.

